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Culverts and road crossings potentially create barriers that impede or prevent

movement and migration of all life stages of resident and anadromous fish. There

have been very few studies of juvenile salmonid movements through retrofitted

(baffled) culverts in the field. Two separate studies were conducted to assess

juvenile cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki) and juvenile steelhead (Oncorhynchus

mykiss) movements through retrofitted culverts. A long-term mark-recapture study

observed juvenile trout movements through seven different retrofitted culverts.

Cutthroat trout and steelhead moved up through three culverts in the field with the

longest movement being 284 m upstream through a 84 m long culvert. The steelhead

that moved was 107 mm. A short-term manipulative study of movement observed

juvenile hatchery steelhead movements within the same culvert during winter and

sunmier discharges. Retrofit designs tested included a control (no baffles) and

baffles set at 90°, 45°, and 30° to the culvert wall. Juvenile steelhead trout were able

to maintain their position within the culvert or move upstream in higher numbers

when baffles were installed inside the culvert. Baffles set at 90° to the culvert

sidewall had slightly better odds of allowing trout to maintain their position or move

upstream when compared to the 30° and 45° angled baffles. This occurred during
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both summer and winter flows. Juvenile fish were observed following the culvert

wall and utilizing small gaps between the baffles and the culvert wall throughout the

study. Retrofitting culverts is usually less expensive than full culvert replacement,

and can be a quick, temporary fix for culverts that may be barriers to juvenile

salmonid movement
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PASSAGE OR JUVENILE CUTTHROAT TROUT AND STEELHEAD
THROUGH RETROFITTED CULVERTS

INTRODUCTION

Culverts and road crossings potentially create barriers that impede or prevent

movement and migration of all life stages of resident and anadromous fish.

Increased flow velocities, shallow water depths, increased turbulence, and perched

outlets are all problems that may restrict fish movement through culverts (Fitch,

1995). These barriers impact both resident and anadromous fish populations by

preventing movement at critical life stages and blocking access to critical habitats,

potentially affecting genetic diversity and long-term survival of some populations.

Fish movement and migration in streams vary greatly by species and depends

on the life stage of the fish (Fausch and Young 1995, Kahler and Quinn 1998, Young

1995). Movement of anadromous juvenile salmonids and resident adult cutthroat in

coastal streams is poorly documented. In a study on Carnation Creek in British

Columbia, researchers trapped juvenile coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) and

steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss) at the mouth of a tributary. Upstream movements

occurred predominantly in November and December and downstream movements

occurred from February through May. Most movement was associated with high

flow and water temperature above 6°C (Bustard and Narver 1975). The longitudinal

extent of juvenile salmonids movements was not measured in this study, and in

general is poorly understood. A study of a small coastal stream by Heggenes et al.

(1991) found that the majority of the cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki)

population resided within a home range of less than 22 m. They also found that a

small fraction (17.9%) of the population was more mobile and moved more than 50

m with some individuals moving more than 300 m upstream and downstream. This

movement was stable during winter, spring, and summer. These studies indicate that

juvenile and resident adult trout are active throughout the year, moving up and

downstream in response to environmental factors.
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If the benefits of moving to one or more new habitats outweigh the energetic

costs of movement and the risk of predation, life history types that move should be

favored (Gross et al. 1988). Resident stream fishes may increase their fitness by

moving to find habitat needed to complete certain life history stages or to search for

optimum habitat as present locations become unsuitable (Fausch 1995). In small

headwater streams where populations are often "sinks", movement is required to

drive metapopulation dynamics and even modest migration may promote persistence

(Fausch 1995). Metapopulations consist of a collection of sub-populations that are

linked by immigration and emigration (Hanski and Gilpin 1991). The individual

sub-populations may thrive, suffer losses of genetic variation, or go extinct, but

individuals from other sub-populations within the metapopulation can contribute to

the growing sub-populations, restore genetic variation to small subpopulations, or

found new subpopulations after extinction. To persist, metapopulations must consist

of periodically mobile individuals in habitats without continuous barriers to

movement (Gilpin 1987).

To swim, fish use two muscle systemsred (aerobic) for longer-term, low

intensity activities and white (anaerobic) for short, high-intensity activities (Allen

1999). Prolonged use of the white muscle system leaves a fish exhausted and

requires a long period of rest (Webb and Weihs 1983). Fish use these muscles to

achieve three different swimming speeds: cruising, sustained, and darting or burst.

Cruising speeds can be maintained for extended periods of time, whereas sustained

and darting/burst speeds can be performed for only minutes or seconds at a time,

respectively (Bell 1986). Adult cutthroat trout have cruising, sustained, and darting

speeds of about 0.9 mlsec, 1.82 mlsec, and 4.24 mlsec. Adult steelhead are strong

swimmers with cruising, sustained, and burst speeds of about 1.52 mlsec, 4.24 mlsec,

and 7.88 mlsec respectively (Bell 1986). Information about the swimming ability of

juvenile cutthroat trout and steelhead is not abundant, but the swimming abilities of

juvenile coho salmon should be relatively similar. Juvenile wild and hatchery coho

ranging in size from 40 to 70 mm had burst speeds that averaged 0.64 to 0.73 rn/sec

with a maximum of 1.04 rn/sec (Powers 1996). Sustained swimming speed stamina
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was in tanks with a velocity of 0.37 rn/see; fatigue times ranged from 17 to 28 mill

(Powers 1996).

Table 1. Summarized swimming abilities of adult steelhead and cutthroat trout,
juvenile rainbow trout, and juvenile coho salmon. Maximum swimming speeds are
given for prolonged and burst swimming modes (Bell 1986, NMFS 2000, Powers
1996).

Prolonged Mode Burst Mode

Max. Swim Time to Max. Swim Time to
Fish Species/Age Class Speed (mlsec) Exhaustion Speed (mlsec) Exhaustion

Adult Steelhead (-500 mm) 1.52 30 mm 7.88 5 sec
Adult Cutthroat (-300 mm) 0.9 30 mm 4.24 5 sec

2+ Year
Rainbow Trout (-200 mm) 0.85 30 mm 1.95 5 sec

1+ Year

Rainbow Trout (-130 mm) 0.73 30 mm 1.37 5 sec
Young of the

Year Steelhead (-80 mm) 0.61 30 mm 0.91 5 sec
Juvenile Coho (-40-70 mm) 0.37 30 mm 0.73 5 sec

For most salmonid species, swimming ability is a function of body length

(Jones et al. 1974, Bell 1986). White muscles are required to move past the culvert

entrance (sustained or darting speed) to enter a culvert with a velocity or jump

barrier, and red muscle groups would be used to swim through the remainder of the

culvert length. If white muscles are required to swim the length of the culvert after

entry, the fish may exhaust itself before successfully passing through longer culverts.

Culverts can create multiple problems that restrict the movement of

salmonids upstream. In natural streams, boulders, logs, pools and riffles, meanders,

and other sources of friction provide zones of low water velocities where fish can

rest. Therefore, fish traverse only short distances through high velocities. In

culverts, velocities are nearly uniform throughout their length and usually greater

than in natural channels (Katopodis 1978). Fish must traverse long distances against

high water velocities with no resting areas. Retrofitted culverts are designed to



create "hydraulic shadows" or low velocity areas where fish can rest before moving

through the next high velocity zone.

Shallow water depths can also obstruct fish passage. This occurs when the

culvert floor is wide and flat with no obstructions. Water disperses across the entire

floor creating very shallow water depths, particular at low discharges. Retrofitted

culverts increase the depth of flow through the culvert allowing easier passage for

fish of all life stages.

The design of culverts in the past focused primarily on the diameter required

to pass a high flow event of a given exceedance interval. In contrast, culverts

designed for fish passage are based on water depth and velocity ranges that are

passable by fish at high-flow and low-flow conditions (Klingeman 2000). These are

determined from daily and seasonal flows for critical periods of fish passage, rather

than from flood-peak frequencies. Most culverts have been designed for maximum

hydraulic capacity, rather than fish passage. Due to the significant capital

investment in road networks and existing culverts, it is unlikely that every culvert

that impairs fish passage will be removed and replaced with an adequate design.

Thus, lower cost alternatives for making culverts passable for fish are attractive to

resource managers.

The term "culvert retrofit" is used to describe modifications placed in the

existing culvert andlor the stream channel in an attempt to remedy fish passage

barriers and improve fish passage. Culvert retrofits typically are more economical

than full culvert replacements. Retrofits commonly use baffles inside the culvert

barrel. Baffles are normally transverse steel, concrete, or plastic linear elements

installed in culverts to create hydraulic conditions suitable for fish passage over a

range of flow levels. Hydraulic performance characteristics have been related to

laboratory determinations of swimming speeds and endurance capabilities of the fish

species of concern for design purposes (McKinley and Webb 1956, Shoemaker 1956,

Katopodis 1991). There is little information on whether fish can move through these

culverts outside of a laboratory and which baffle design is the most efficient at

passing fish.
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There have been few studies of juvenile and resident fish passage through

culverts outside of the laboratory setting. Fitch (1995) looked at resident trout

passage in culverts in Virginia. Due to small numbers of tagged fish, none of the

fish were recaptured. Juvenile salmon swimming upstream in culverts use the low

velocity zones located close to the culvert wall (Barber and Downs 1996).

Apparently, roughness of the corrugated culvert wall provides a low velocity

boundary zone where passage for these small fish is possible. Kane (2000) used

minnow traps baited with salmon eggs to assess juvenile salmonid movement

through four different culverts in Alaska. Only one culvert had baffles. They found

that all age classes of juvenile coho salmon, successfully passed upstream through a

90-m culvert with 13 baffles and velocities of up to 1.52 mlsec. Kane concluded that

food (salmon eggs) was sufficient incentive for upstream juvenile movement in

Alaskan streams. This study also tracked the path of juvenile movement through the

baffled culvert with underwater video cameras. They concluded that juvenile fish

did not leap over the baffles but swam through a slot between the culvert wall and

the end of the baffle. They concluded that slots may be an acceptable technique for

improving juvenile fish passage in culverts with baffles. In each case, Kane (2000)

concluded that juvenile fish look for the paths that minimize energy expenditure.

Total replacement of inadequate road crossings with a bridge or stream-

simulated culvert is the most desirable solution, but not always financially or

logistically possible. Retrofitting culverts with baffles and flow deflectors to make

internal hydraulics more conducive to fish movement is a less expensive and less

labor-intensive alternative. Although these retrofits are not long-term solutions, they

potentially allow fish passage until it is financially and logistically possible to

replace the existing culvert. While many of these problem culverts have already

been retrofitted, the effectiveness of these interim retrofit approaches for improving

fish passage has not been tested in the field.

This study was designed to assess the ability of juvenile fish to move through

these retrofitted culverts in the field and to determine the relative effectiveness of

different retrofit designs. The tested designs included 900, 3o0 and 45° baffles.



These designs were the most common retrofit designs and covered a wide range of

flow characteristics. The working hypothesis was that retrofitted culverts would not

restrict the movement of juvenile trout through the culvert in either direction and

there would be no difference between retrofit designs in their ability to pass juvenile

trout.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two different studies were developed to determine juvenile cutthroat and

steelhead movements through retrofitted culverts. A mark-recapture study

documented long-term movement, and a manipulative short-term movement study

determined efficiency of different retrofit techniques. Seven culvert sites

representing cunent retrofit techniques were selected for the fish tagging study. The

small number of retrofitted culverts in the state prevented a replicated study of

different designs in the field. A single culvert without retrofits was used as the basis

for the short-term movement study.

Long-term Mark-Recapture Study of Movement

The seven culverts chosen for the long-term movement study represented a

variety culvert designs and retrofit techniques. The culverts were selected based on

experimental requirements. Potential culverts were eliminated for the following

characteristics: a perched outlet, close proximity to the mainstem river, potential

barriers to fish passage up or downstream of the culvert, excessive length of culvert.

Velocities within the culvert are reduced by baffles designed to deflect flow and

create eddies and dead zones. 900 baffles (also termed weirs) are flow deflection

structures that are perpendicular to the culvert sidewalls and span the entire width of

the culvert. Baffles can also be set at a 300 or 45° angle to the culvert sidewall.

These designs do not completely span the width of the culvert, leaving a gap along

one sidewall.



Table 2. Characteristics of the seven culverts chosen for the mark-recapture study.
RCBC is a reinforced concrete box culvert, CMP is a corrugated metal pipe culvert,
and CMP-CF is a half corrugated metal pipe culvert with a concrete floor. Upstream
and downstream slopes were measured 200 m on either side of the culvert. Average
discharge was for sumnier months in 2000, and Max Summer Vel. was the maximum
velocity inside the culvert. ACW is the active channel width.

Little Lobster Alder Brook Stemple Canyon #2 Canyon #3 Hough Hayden

Basin Alsea Salmon Siletz Umpqua Umpqua Siletz Alsea

Culvert type RCBC RCBC RCBC RCBC CMP-CF CMP RCBC

Retrofit 11 baffles Rack system 7 baffles 31 baffles 19 baffles 7 baffles 8 baffles

Length (m) 24.5 11.7 16.5 83 84 26.8 14.5

Width (m) 2.5 1.8 1.9 2.4 4.7 2.1 1.9

Height (m) 2.5 1.9 2.5 2.4 4.3 1.2

Culvertslope(%) 4.4 2.7 0.75 1.15 0.95 3.1 2.3

Upstream slope (%) 9.6 3.7 0.4 1.7 1.5 2.3 1.8

Downstream slope (%) 3.1 3.1 1.7 1.6 1.2 3 1.5

Upstream ACW (m) 4.4 4.4 3.1 4.7 8.3 4.3 3.6

Downstream ACW (m) 4.7 4.3 4.1 5.3 8.7 3.6 3.4

Average Flow (m3/sec) 0.05 0.20 0.15 0.19 0.38 0.08 0.02

Max Summer Vel. (m/sec) 0.43 1.39 1.60 1.11 0.76 2.57 0.33

Summer Jump Height(cm) 28 0 11 40 10 0 20

Pool Depth BelowJump(cm) 19 45 30 110 100 24 40

Max Depth in Culvert(cm) 20 28 25 20 22 35 23

Figure 1. Photo of Little Lobster Creek culvert



Figure 2. Photo of Canyon Creek #2 culvert

Figure 3. Photo of Canyon Creek #3 culvert
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Figure 4. Photo of Hough Creek culvert

Figure 5. Photo of Stemple Creek culvert
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Figure 6. Photo of Hayden Creek culvert

Figure 7. Photo of Alder Brook culvert
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Study reaches for each site were set at a distance of 200 m upstream and

downstream of the culvert with a total reach length of 400 m. This 400 m reach was

then divided into four 100 m sections, two above and two below the culvert. When

the mainstem river was closer than 200 m downstream, length of the reaches above

and below the culvert was set to the distance to the river. Each of these reaches was

then divided to create four study sections of equal length. A longer study reach was

established on Little Lobster Creek because it had long sections of natural stream

channel above and below the culvert. A reach of 400 m downstream and 400 m

upstream was established, further breaking that down into four 200 m study sections.

Block nets were placed at the upstream and downstream ends of each study section

and left in the stream for one hour after electrofishing to prevent any unnatural

movement. A Smith-Root electrofisher was used to capture juvenile cutthroat trout

and juvenile steelhead to be tagged. Each captured fish was anesthetized with

Tricaine Methanesulfonate (MS-222) and tagged with a small blue dot using a Panjet

gun with Alcian blue dye. The dye tag persists for 15 to 18 months and should only

be placed on fish 80 mm or larger (Steve Jolmson, Oregon Department of Fish &

Wildlife, personal communication). A mark was placed at the base of each paired

fin depending on the study section in which the fish was first captured. Fish in the

farthest downstream section were marked on the left pelvic fin. Fish in the study

section immediately below the culvert were marked on the right pelvic fin. A left

pectoral fin mark was used on fish captured immediately above the culvert. The

right pectoral fin was marked in the farthest upstream section. Data recorded for

each fish tagged included the previous tag location, new tag location, stream section,

fork length, and species.

Study sites were sampled four times. The initial tagging was concluded on

October 19, 2000 with subsequent mark-recaptures in March and August 2001, and

June 2002. The recapture dates were intended to be in the fall, spring, and summer

for two years, but were altered due to abnormally dry weather conditions, delays in

getting take permits, and time conflicts with the other portion of the study.
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During each recapture, fish were examined for a previous tag. If a previous

tag was found, the fish was retagged in the same location. If the fish did not have a

previous tag, they were marked with the appropriate tag for that study section. All

fish were released in the same section in which they were captured in, regardless of

tag location.

Velocity was measured with a Marsh-McBirney current meter. Average

velocity was measured at 0.6 of the depth at 0.30 m intervals along a cross-sectional

(transverse) or longitudinal transect. Discharge was calculated by multiplying the

width, depth, and average velocity for each interval along a transect and summing

the discharges for all intervals along the transect.

Short-Term Manipulative Study of Movement

The second element of this study involved installing various baffle designs in

a culvert with no previous retrofits. The study site was located on Big Noise Creek

in Clatsop County, OR, USA, originating in the Clatsop State Forest. The headwaters

are approximately 400 m above sea level. It flows north under Route 30 at Oregon

highway mile marker 78.9 and joins Gnat Creek, which ultimately enters the

Columbia River. Big Noise Creek is a second order stream with a drainage area of

0.47 hectares. The annual hydrologic pattern is low flows during the summer months

and high flows during the winter months. December, January and February typically

have the highest flows. The culvert that crosses under Highway 30 is at an elevation

of 30 m above sea level. It is a reinforced concrete box culvert that is 30 m long, 2.4

m wide, and 2.4 m tall. The outlet is slightly backwatered by a logjam so there is no

jump into the culvert. The slope of the culvert is 1.5 percent. Figures 8 and 9 show

the culvert at Big Noise Creek.
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Figure 8. Photo of the downstream end of Big Noise Creek culvert illustrating the
lower fish trap.

Figure 9. Downstream end of culvert on Big Noise Creek, illustrating backpack
electroshocking for steelhead in lower section above the fish trap.
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Juvenile steelhead trout from the Big Creek Fish Hatchery (Oregon

Department of Fish & Wildlife) were used for each release during summer and

winter base flows. The juvenile trout were randomly selected from the hatchery

raceways for each release. A new set of fish was used for each release to remove the

possibility of learned behavior. The trout were transported via buckets

approximately 10 km from the hatchery to the culvert, where they were allowed to

acclimate in stream water for at least 30 mm. Buckets were placed in the shade with

aerators to ensure that the fish were stressed as little as possible before being placed

in the culvert.

Fish traps (0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 m) were placed against one sidewall at each end of

the culvert with a screen to divert fish into the trap attached to the other sidewall.

Drop screens that spanned the width of the culvert were placed 3.5 m on each side of

the culvert center point. The drop screens could be lowered or raised from outside

the culvert by a series of ropes and pulleys. A release cage was placed in the middle

of the culvert between the two drop screens. The release cage had doors on the sides

and front that could be opened by pulling ropes outside of the culvert (Fig. 10).

Twenty acclimated juvenile steelhead were placed in the release cage and allowed to

sit for three minutes. After this time, the doors on the cage were opened from

outside the culvert, and the fish were allowed to move freely in the culvert for a

period of three hours. The release time was chosen to allow two releases per day in

the winter, and three releases per day in the summer.
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Figure 10. Diagram of the 900 baffle controlled release experiment in the Big Noise
Creek culvert. Only the layout of the baffles within the culvert differed between
experiments of other baffle designs. This diagram is not to scale.

After the three hour period was over, the drop screens were released dividing

the culvert into five sections; upstream through the culvert (upstream trap), upstream

in the culvert, no movement (between drop screens), downstream in the culvert, and

downstream through the culvert (downstream trap). Both traps were checked first,

and the entrances to the traps were blocked after the fish were removed to prevent

movement into the traps during collection of the other sections. A Smith-Root

electrofisher was used to capture fish that were not in the traps. Shocking started at

the downstream end of the culvert and worked upstream, with fish from each section

being placed into separate buckets. Each section had two to four passes with the

electrofisher, until at least 80% of the released fish were recaptured. After all the

fish had been collected, they were anesthetized with MS-222 to measure length (fork
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length). After recovery, fish were released below a barrier falls downstream of the

culvert.

Plastic baffles with a vertical back and a 450 upstream face were bolted to the

floor of the culvert for each baffle configuration. Releases were divided into four

groups for the winter study; control (no baffles), 30° and 45° baffles angled

downstream, and 90° baffles (Figure 11). The summer study included these four

treatments plus additional treatments of 300 and 450 baffles angled upstream.

Angling the baffles upstream increased the depth of the water in the culvert for

summer (low flow) releases. In all cases the 90° baffle design used 30-cm tall plastic

baffles, while all the 30° and 45° designs used 20-cm tall baffles. The 90° baffle

design consisted of 5 baffles with a spacing of 5.5 m, the 45° baffle design had 12

baffles with a spacing of 2.0 m, and the 30° baffle design contained 7 baffles with a

spacing of 3.5 m. The 30° angled baffles had a 0.9 m gap between the end of the

baffle and the culvert wall, and the 45° baffles had a 0.8 m gap. Locations of the

baffles for each design were marked on the culvert wall so that summer and winter

releases would have the same exact baffle configurations. All of the baffle systems

were designed by an Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) engineer to be

similar to the most common designs used in ODOT culverts.
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Figure 11. Diagrams of the baffle designs used in the Big Noise short-term
manipulative movement study. The 45° and 30° upstream angled baffle designs
were only tested during summer discharges. This diagram is not to scale and the
number of baffles within the culvert in the diagram is not accurate.
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Eight experimental releases were performed for each baffle design. The first

four releases were conducted without incentives for replication, and the second four

releases consisted of various incentives to attempt to increase trout movement

upstream through the culvert. The four different incentives included lights, bait,

overcrowding, and scare tactics. Artificial lights in the culvert were left on for the

entire three-hr release in an attempt to move fish out of the normally shaded culvert.

A screened bottle containing crushed hatchery pellets, salmon eggs, sand shrimp, and

scented oils was placed just above of the upstream trap to provide a positive "bait"

incentive for movement up through the culvert. The overcrowding incentive

involved leaving the lower drop screen down during the release so that the fish could

only move upstream. The fright incentive consisted of moving from the downstream

trap up with the electroshocker on a low setting and creating noise by hitting a steel

bar with a hammer under water. Drop screens were lowered when they were passed

to prevent "scared" fish from moving back downstream. Due to the ineffectiveness

of the incentives and time constraints, the summer experimental releases for the

control, 300, and 45° upstream baffle configurations did not have incentives.
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RESULTS

Long-term Mark-Recapture Study of Movement

The long-term movement mark-recapture was an observational study with

weak statistical power. The study culverts could not be randomly selected and were

chosen based on attributes that would facilitate a mark-recapture study of this type.

The data set for the statistical analysis was small due to the relatively few fish that

moved between study sections. Observations from this study cannot be applied to a

larger set of culverts, but provide supplemental data for the short-term movement

study.

Culvert Hydraulics

The seven study culverts were selected to be relatively similar, but they

differed in several design characteristics and physical properties. Culvert types

included five reinforced concrete box culverts (RCBC), one corrugated metal pipe

culvert (CMP), and one half corrugated metal pipe with a concrete floor (CMP-CF).

Culvert slopes ranged from 0.75% to 4.4% (Table 2). Stream channels ranged from

3.1 m to 8.7 m in width and stream slopes ranged from 1.2% to 3.1% downstream of

the culverts. Maximum summer velocities in the culverts ranged from 0.33 mIs to

2.57 mIs (Table 2).

Velocities in the culverts and the streams around them were compared in

November 2000. Tn general, velocities were greater within the culverts than in the

streams outside the culverts (Table 3). Both maximum velocity and average velocity

inside the culvert was more than four times greater than velocities in the upstream

and downstream reaches in Stemple Creek. Velocities inside the culvert were

relatively similar to velocities in the surrounding stream reaches in Little Lobster

Creek, both Canyon Creek sites, Hough Creek, and Alder Brook. Velocities in

Hayden Creek were difficult to measure but appeared to be less than the velocities in

the surrounding stream reaches.
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Table 3. Velocities within the retrofitted culverts and in the streams sections around
the culverts. The maximum and average velocities are given, along with the standard
deviation (S.D.) of the velocities. The sample size is shown in parentheses next to
the standard deviation. The velocities were measured at the seven study sites in
November 2000.

Maximum Average Maximum

Culvert Culvert Stream
Stream Velocity Velocity S.D. (n) Velocity

(mis) (mis) (mis)
Little Lobster Creek 0.87 0.15 0.32 (33) 0.37
Canyon Cr. # 2 1.11 0.4 0.43 (26) 0.95
Canyon Cr.#3 0.76 0.12 0.24 (103) 0.98
Hough Creek 0.69 0.22 0.21 (14) 0.77
Stemple Creek 1.6 0.3 0.43 (28) 0.95
Hayden Creek 0.03 0.01 0.01 (10) 0.39
Alder Brook 1.39 0.33 0.37 (26) 1.12

Fish Movement

Average

Stream
Velocity S.D. (n)

(mis)
0.04 0.08 (90)
0.09 0.17 (149)
0.09 0.15(157)
0.21 0.28 (20)
0.07 0.14 (97)
0.04 0.1 (36)
0.2 0.28 (111)

Fish movement within the study reach is reported as the percent of recaptured

fish that moved between study sections. The four classes of movement include

downstream within, downstream through, upstream within, and upstream through.

Percentages of fish that moved downstream or upstream within the study reach

indicate that the fish moved within the study reach but not through the culvert.

Percentages of fish that moved through the culvert either downstream or upstream

indicate successful passage through the culvert.

In all, 1428 juvenile cutthroat trout and steelhead were tagged in the seven

study reaches during the study (Table 6). Of those 1428 fish, 223 were recaptured

for a total recapture rate of 15.6%. The total percent of fish that moved between

sections was 17.9% or 40 fish out of the 223 recaptured. 20% of the fish that moved

within the study reach were steethead, while the remaining 80% were cutthroat trout.

The average size of the fish for each movement category was 121 mm for upstream

through culvert, 138 mm for downstream through culvert, 129 mm for upstream

within the study reach, and 128 miii for downstream within the study reach.
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Table 4. The percent of the recaptured fish that moved in each study reach during
the mark-recapture study. Downstream and upstream within are movements within
the reach but not through the culvert. Downstream and upstream through are
movements through the culvert.

Location

4a. March 2001
Upstream Downstream

Within Throuqh Within Throt
Alder Brook 5.3 0 0 0

Hayden Creek 0 33.3 0 0

Little Lobster Creek 5.2 0 5.2 1.7

Stemple Creek 0 0 7.7 0

Hough Creek 11.1 0 0 0

Canyon Creek #2 0 5.3 5.3 0

Canyon Creek#3 5.6 0 0 0

4b. August2001
Upstream Downstream

Location Within Through Within Through
Alder Brook 14.3 0 0 14.3

Hayden Creek 25 25 0 0

Little Lobster Creek 10.8 0 16.2 10.8

Stemple Creek 0 0 25 0

Hough Creek 0 0 0 0

Canyon Creek#2 14.3 0 14.3 0

Canyon Creek#3 0 25 0 12.5

4c. June2002
Upstream Downstream

Location Within Through Within Through
Alder Brook 0 0 0 16.7

Hayden Creek 0 0 0 0

Little Lobster Creek 14.3 0 0 0

Stemple Creek 0 0 0 0

Hough Creek 0 0 0 0

Canyon Creek#2 0 0 0 0

Canyon Creek#3 0 0 0 0
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Table 5. The total percent of recaptured fish that moved in each study reach during
the mark-recapture study. Downstream and upstream within are movements within
the reach but not through the culvert. Downstream and upstream through are
movements through the culvert.

Downstream
Within Through

Little Lobster Cr. 8.8 4.9
Canyon Cr. # 2 7.7 0

Canyon Cr.#3 0 3.8
Hough Cr. 0 0

Stemple Cr. 11.8 0

Hayden Cr. 0 0

Alder Brook 0 6.3

Upstream
Within Through

7.8 0

3.8 3.8
3.8 7.7

10 0

0 0

14.3 28.6
6.3 0

Table 6. General mark-recapture data for each study reach. Total number of fish
tagged, the percent of each species, the percent of the tagged fish that were
recaptured, and the average size of a moving fish (fork length) are reported.

% % %
Total Fish Tagged Cutthroat Steelhead Recapture Avg. Mover (mm)

Little Lobster 483 92 8 18 126

Canyon #2 171 37 63 12 140

Canyon #3 282 18 82 9 126

Hough 97 78 22 9 106

Stemple 118 100 0 13 103

Hayden 73 100 0 9 120

Alder Brook 204 53 47 14 176

A two-sample t-test was used to determine if there was a significant

difference between the percent movements of trout within each stream. The percent

movement in each stream was small and variable, and the number of observation

intervals (samples) is only three. Thus the power to detect a difference in

movements is very low. Three comparisons were made for each stream; downstream

within versus downstream through, upstream within versus upstream through, and

upstream through versus downstream through. Only Little Lobster Creek exhibited

movement patterns that were statistically significant. The percent of fish that moved

downstream through the culvert in Little Lobster Creek was significantly different

than the percent of fish that moved upstream through the culvert (p-value .01). All
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other comparisons were not statistically significant (i-value >0.25). These results

are indications of observed movement through retrofitted culverts, but do not provide

robust measures of efficiency of passage.

Little Lobster Creek Culvert

The Little Lobster Creek culvert had the largest number of tagged fish move

between the study sections, but did not have any fish move upstream through the

culvert. The total number of tagged fish in Little Lobster Creek was 483 (443

cutthroat trout, 40 steelhead). All ten of the tagged steelhead that were recaptured

remained within the study section in which they were tagged. All fish that moved

were cutthroat trout with an average size of 126 mm. Of the 22 recaptured cutthroat

trout that moved; nine moved downstream between sections but not through the

culvert, four moved downstream through the culvert, eight moved upstream between

sections but not through the culvert, and zero fish moved upstream through the

culvert.

Canyon Creek Culvert #2

Canyon Creek contained both steelhead and cutthroat trout juveniles. The

total number of tagged fish in this study reach was 171 fish (63 cutthroat trout, 108

steelhead). One cutthroat trout and three steelhead moved between study sections.

The average size of these moving fish was 140 mm. Two steelhead moved

downstream within the study section but not through the culvert, zero fish moved

downstream through the culvert, one steelhead moved upstream within the study

sections but not through the culvert, and one cutthroat trout moved upstream through

the culvert. The cutthroat trout that moved upstream through the culvert moved

between October 2000 and March 2001. It had a fork length of 155 mm at the time

of recapture and moved from the study section just downstream of the culvert to the

section just upstream of the culvert a distance of at least 83 m.
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Canyon Creek Culvert #3

The total number of tagged fish in this study reach was 282 (51 cutthroat trout,

231 steelhead). One cutthroat trout and three steelhead moved between study sections.

The average size of these moving trout was 126 mm. One cutthroat trout moved

downstream through the culvert, one steelhead moved upstream within the study

sections but not through the culvert, and two steelhead moved upstream through the

culvert. The two steelhead the moved upstream through the culvert did so between

March and August 2001. These were the smallest fish that moved upstream through

any of the culverts with fork lengths of 107 and 108 mm. Both steelhead moved from

the farthest downstream study section. The fish that was 108 mm moved up to the

study section just upstream of the culvert a distance of at least 184 m. The 107 mm fish

moved up to the farthest upstream study section, a distance of at least 284 m.

Hough Creek Culvert

Out of the 97 trout tagged in this study reach 76 were cutthroat trout and 21

were steelhead. One cutthroat trout moved upstream between study sections but not

through the culvert. It had a fork length of 106 mm.

Stemple Creek Culvert

One hundred eighteen cutthroat trout were tagged in this study reach. Two of

these trout moved downstream between study sections but not through the culvert. The

average size of these fish was 103 mm.

Hayden Creek Culvert

A total of 73 cutthroat trout were tagged in the study reach around the Hayden

Creek culvert. Trout at this site only moved upstream and had an average size of 120

mm. One cutthroat trout moved upstream between study sections but not through the

culvert and two trout moved upstream through the culvert. A cutthroat trout with a fork

length of 125 mm moved between October 2000 and March 2001, and a trout with a
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fork length of 111 mm moved between March and August 2001. Bach trout moved at

least 15 m.

Alder Brook Culvert

The total number of tagged fish in this study reach was 204 fish (107 cutthroat

trout, 97 steelhead). Two cutthroat trout and two steelhead moved between study

sections. The average size of these moving trout was 176 mm. One cutthroat trout and

one steelhead moved downstream through the culvert and one cutthroat trout and one

steelhead moved upstream between study sections but not through the culvert.

Short-Term Manipulative Study of Movement

Winter tests were conducted between February 9 and March 15, 2002. Flows in

the culvert during this time ranged from 1.5 to 5.1 m3/sec (Fig. 13). Discharge through

the culvert at Big Noise Creek for each trial is reported in Fig. 13. All of the fish that

were released could not always be recaptured because some of them moved inside the

plastic baffles and were difficult to detect and remove. Even though some fish escaped,

recapture rates for the winter and summer releases averaged greater than 95%. Average

size hatchery juvenile steelhead in the winter trials was 179 mm, with a range of 116 to

246 mm.

Experimental releases during summer flows were conducted between September

9 and October 4, 2002. Discharge during this season remained constant at 0.14 m3/sec

(Fig. 13). The average size juvenile steelhead used in the summer trials was 127 mm,

with a range of 80 to 156 mm. The size difference between the summer and winter

trials was unavoidable due to juvenile growth rates in a hatchery setting. Two

additional baffle configurations were tested during the summer trials because the flow

patterns in the downstream angled baffles were similar to the control flow patterns.

Angling the 30° and 45° baffles upstream increased the depth of water in the culvert and

appreciably altered the flow patterns.
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Figure 13. Variation in winter discharge in Big Noise Creek by trial number for each
baffle design. Discharge varied due to winter precipitation events. Summer discharges
(constant at 0.14 m3/sec) are displayed for reference to winter discharges.

Culvert Hydraulics

The experimental retrofit designs produced complex flow patterns within the

culverts. All baffle designs resulted in lower maximum, minimum, and average

velocities within the culvert as compared to the culvert without retrofitted baffles (Table

7). In general, the baffles reduced the velocity profiles to more than half of the

velocities in the non-retrofitted culvert.
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Table 7. Maximum, minimum, and average velocities within the culvert on Big Noise
Creek for different baffle designs in winter 2002. The discharge during which the
velocities were taken and the standard deviation (S.D.) in velocities are also shown.
The sample size is shown in parentheses next to the standard deviation.

Maximum Minimum Average
Velocity Velocity Velocity S.D. (n)

Baffle Design Discharge (m3/sec) (m/sec) (m/sec) (m/sec)
No Baffles (Control) 0.50 2.05 1.35 1.79 0.17 (15)
45* Baffles 0.20 1.71 -0.15 0.65 0.51 (55)
30* Baffles 0.19 1.29 -0.21 0.29 0.47 (42)
90* Baffles (top of baffle) 0.47 0.99 0.71 0.86 0.07 (30)
90* Baffles (between baffles) 0.47 1.33 -0.34 0.45 0.33 (165)

Baffles reduced velocities and created areas of low velocity and high velocity

between baffles, and created a much more variable flow through the culvert. Negative

velocities are found in the eddies behind the baffles where the water is flowing back

upstream. Velocities across the tops of the 90° baffles were much higher than velocities

within baffles (Fig. 14a and 14b). The 90° baffles were the only retrofit design to have

water flow over the tops of the baffles. In general, the velocities were more uniform

and twice as great at the crest of the baffles as velocities in the sections between baffles

(Table 7). The area of high velocity at the tops of the 90° baffles was only 0.1 m wide.

These reductions in velocity reduced velocities in the culvert in winter to ranges that fall

within the swimming capacity of most salmonids (Table 1).
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design in Big Noise Creek culvert during winter 2002. 14a are velocities across the
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Fish Movement

Juvenile steelhead successfully navigated upstream through the culvert for all of the

baffle designs tested during winter and summer flows except for the 30° baffles in
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winter flows (Fig. 15). The average percent of fish found in each zone and their

standard deviations are presented in Table 8. In general the standard deviations

decreased in the upper half of the culvert due to the small number of fish that moved

upstream. The smallest fish to make it completely through the culvert into the upstream

trap was 103 mm and the largest was 194 mm (Fig. 15). The total number of fish that

made it upstream through the culvert for all of the baffle designs is reported in

Appendix I.

300 Baffles (Summer)

30° Baffles (Winters

45° Baffles (Summer)

45° Baffles (Winter)

90° Weirs (Summer)

90° Weirs (Winter)

151

123

0 50 100 150 200 250

Fork Length (mm)

Largest

D Smallest

Figure 15. The size range (mm) of juvenile steelhead that moved all the way up
through the Big Noise Creek culvert by baffle design. Trout were larger during winter
trials due to hatchery growth rates. No fish made it up through the culvert during the
winter 30° baffle experiment.



Table 8. The average percent and the standard deviation (S.D. n = 4) of fish captured in each section of Big Noise creek
culvert during winter and summer flows. The fish were released in the middle section. The below and above the culvert
sections are fish that made it through the culvert into the traps.

Retrofit Design
Winter

90* Weirs
45* Baffles (Down)
30* Baffles (Down)
No Baffles (Control)

Summer
90* Weirs
45* Baffles (Down)
30* Baffles (Down)
No Baffles (Control)
45* Baffles (Up)
30* Baffles (Up)

Below Culvert
Average% S.D.

34 7.6
32 10.8
37 19.3
34 24.8

7 9.8
69 21.0
66 15.9

75 14.7

48 14.6

35 11.5

Lower Section
Average % S.D.

27 19.0
28 12.0
34 13.0

65 24.7

23 13.4
26 14.0

30 18.9
25 14.7

26 5.4
21 7.0

Middle Section
Average% S.D.

29 12.9

28 19.5
23 19.5
2 2.7

58 12.5

5 7.1

4 5.0
0 --
10 7.6
26 13.9

Upper Section
Average % S.D

6 6.6
10 7.0

6 4.5
0

10 9.5
0 --
0 --

0 --
7 8.6
10 5.0

Above Culvert
Average% S.D.

4 10.1

1 2.4
0 --
0

2 4.0
0 --
0 --

0 --
9 12.7

7 7.5
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The percent of fish that maintained position or moved upstream was used as an

indicator of the efficiency of each retrofit design. Adding baffles to the culvert

increased the ability of steelhead to maintain their position within the culvert and

allowed a small proportion to move upstream (Fig. 16). None of the fish moved

upstream in the culvert prior to adding baffles. Only 2% of the released fish remained

in the middle section of the culvert and 98% moved downstream during control

releases. When baffles were added, 29% of the fish maintained position or moved

upstream with the 300 baffle deflectors (Figure 1 6b), 39% with the 450 baffle deflectors

(Figure 16c), and 38% with the 90° baffles (Figure 16a). Fish successfully passed

through the culvert to the upstream trap with only the 45° baffle deflectors and 90°

baffles. Raw data from the individual releases are reported in Appendix I.

Figure 16. Juvenile Steelhead movement within the Big Noise Creek culvert during
winter flows. Movements are displayed as the percent of fish that were found in each
section within the culvert. Error bars are the standard deviation (n = 4). 16a compares
the 90° wiers to the control (no baffles). 1 6b compares the 30° downstream angled
baffles to the control. 16c compares the 45° downstream angled baffle design to the
control.
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During summer base flows, the addition of baffles also increased the ability of

steelhead to maintain their position within the culvert and allowed a small proportion of

trout to move upstream with certain retrofit designs (Fig. 17). None of the fish

maintained position or moved upstream in the culvert prior to adding baffles. In the

control releases 100% of fish moved downstream in the culvert. Downstream angled

baffles were also ineffective at allowing fish to maintain their position with in the

culvert. Over 95% of the released fish moved downstream with 300 and 45° baffles

angled downstream (Figure 17b). When the baffles were angled upstream, 27% of the

fish maintained position or moved upstream with the 45° baffle deflectors (Figure 1 7d),

and 43% with the 30° baffle deflectors (Figure 17c). The 90° baffles allowed 7 1.9% of

the fish to maintain position or move upstream (Figure 1 7a). Fish successfully passed

through the culvert to the upstream section with both the upstream angled baffles and

90° baffles. The 45° baffles angled upstream had the most fish move up through the

culvert (10%). Raw data from the individual releases are reported in Appendix I.
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Figure 17. Juvenile steelhead movement within the Big Noise Creek culvert during
summer base flows. Movements are displayed as the percent of fish that were found in
each section within the culvert. Error bars are the standard deviation (n = 4). 17a
compares the 90° baffles with the control (no baffles). 17b compares the 30° and 45°

downstream angled baffles with the control. 1 7c compares the 300 upstream angled
baffle design to the control. 17d is a comparison between the 45° upstream angled
baffles and the control.
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Logistic regression was used to statistically analyze the results of the release

studies at the Big Noise Creek culvert. Logistic regression is similar to linear

regression except that the data do not have to be normally distributed. The data from

Big Noise Creek were not distributed normally because the responses are discrete

instead of continuous. The results are discrete because responses are counts of fish and

cannot be a fraction of a fish. The five zones that fish could move to within the culvert

were divided into two groups for analyses; fish that maintained position or moved

upstream and fish that moved downstream. The resulting distribution is a binomial

distribution. Since the data were not normally distributed a link function was used to

create a normal distribution. This link is similar to a transformation typical in linear

regression methods. The link is the logit function which is log (proportionl(1-

proportion)). Once the regression coefficients have been calculated they must be back

transformed into odds due to the logit link. To analyze the data, we started with a full



mixed generalized linear model with both continuous data (flow rates) and categorical

data (baffle configuration). Flow data presented two problems. The flow rates were the

same for all releases during the sunmier season so there is co-linearity between the two

variables when comparing seasons. In other words, we can determine whether the

season effects (temp, food availability, etc.) or the difference in flow are causing the

observed effects. The co-linearity does not allow us to discern if flow is affecting

movement, so flow during the summer study could not be included in the model.

During the winter studies, flow rates varied and were included in the model because

they could be an explanatory variable for fish movement. When the winter flow rates

were included in the model, flow was not a significant explanatory variable explaining

fish movement (j-value=O.48), so it was removed from the model. Within the flow

rates measured during the winter study (1.5 to 5.1 m3/sec) flow was not significantly

related to movement of fish, but flow could be significant outside of the ranges that

were measured.

When the regression coefficients are back transformed, resulting values are

odds. Odds are represented by the omega symbol (w). For example if the odds of a

baffle configuration were 6 to 1, then six fish moved downstream for every fish that

maintained position or moved upstream. The lower the odds, the better a baffle

configuration functioned at allowing fish to maintain position or move upstream within

the culvert.

To compare baffle configurations to the control or to each other the odds ratio

must be calculated. If two configurations have odds of w1 and 02, then the odds ratio is

calculated as 'p = o2ko1. If the resulting ratio was 3, then the odds of02 are 3 times

greater than the odds of w1 If the odds ratio equals one, then the odds of the two

separate events are equal. If the odds ratio does not equal one, then the odds may be

significantly different. To test for significance, we must determine if the regression

coefficients for each baffle configuration are equal to zero. A Wald test was used to

determine if the coefficient was significantly different from zero (S-plus 6.1 statistical

program). The coefficients were calculated using maximum likelihood estimation and



thus are asymptotically standard normal, which is why the Wald test was appropriate.

The p-values were calculated using the least significant difference method.

Winter Baffle Comparisons

During winter base flows, movements through all of the retrofit designs were

significantly different from the control. Juvenile steelhead generally maintained

position or moved upstream. Under control conditions the odds of a fish moving

upstream were 75 to 1. In other words, 75 fish moved downstream for every fish that

maintained position or moved upstream. The odds of the control were 48 times the

odds of the 900 baffles, 36 times the odds of the 45° baffles, and 20 times the odds of the

30° baffles. The odds ratios for all three retrofits compared to the control were

significantly different from one (13-values <0.01). The 90° baffles had the best odds at

1.56 to 1, next was the 45° baffle deflectors at 1.59 to 1, and finally the 30° baffles at

3.71 to 1 (Table 9).

Table 9. Statistical summary comparing each winter retrofit to the control (no retrofits)
in Big Noise Creek culvert. Odds represent the number of fish that moved downstream
for each fish that maintained position or moved upstream. The p-value is the test that
the retrofit and the control's odds are equal.

Configuration Odds p-value 95% Confidence Interval
Control 75.00 to I -- 73.04 to 76.96

90° 1.56 to 1 <0.001 -0.46 to 3.58
450 1.59 to 1 <0.001 -0.43 to 3.61
30° 3.71 to 1 0.002 1.67 to 5.75

The 90° baffles appear to be slightly better than other baffle configurations in

allowing juvenile steelhead to maintain position or move upstream. The odds of the 45°

baffle design are 1.36 times those of the 90° baffles, and this odds ratio was not

significantly different from one indicating that the two designs were similar in their

ability to allow fish to move upstream (p-value 0.2). The odds ratio between the 90°

and the 300 baffles indicates that the odds of the 30° baffles were 2.38 times larger.
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This ratio was significantly different from one indicating that there is a difference in

fish response between the two designs (p-value = 0.01). Finally, the odds ratio between

the 45° and the 30° baffles indicates that the 30° baffles odds are 1.78 times the 45°

baffles, this ratio was not significantly different from one (p-value 0.06). The 90° and

the 45° baffles were similar in allowing fish to maintain position or move upstream

within the culvert, while the 30° baffles were significantly different from the 90°

baffles, but not significantly different from the 45° baffles.

Table 10. Statistical sunimary comparing the winter retrofit designs to each other in
Big Noise Creek culvert. The odds ratio is number of times greater the second retrofit's
odds are than the first retrofit. The p-value is the test that the two retrofit's odds are
equal.

Configuration Odds Ratio p-value 95% Cl
900 vs. 45° 1.34 0.2 0.67 to 2.01
900 vs. 30° 2.38 0.01 1.65 to 3.11
45° vs. 30° 1.78 0.06 1.05 to 2.51

Summer Baffle Comparisons

In summer, juvenile steelhead movement did not differ among the different

baffle designs as compared to the control culvert conditions (odds ratios were not

statistically different). In the summer control releases, every fish moved downstream,

so a large standard error resulted when comparing the control with the other

configurations. Under control conditions the odds of a fish maintaining position or

moving upstream were 121,016 to one, in other words 121,016 fish will move

downstream for each fish that maintains position or moves upstream. As with the

winter trials, the 90° baffles had the best odds at 0.53 to 1. This was the only set of

trials to have more fish maintain position or move upstream than moved downstream.

For every fish that moved downstream 1.9 fish maintained position or moved upstream

within the culvert. The 45° and 30° baffles that were angled downstream as in the

winter trials had the largest odds at 24.3 to 1 and 18.5 to 1 respectively. When the 45°

and 30° baffles were angled upstream, they increased the depth of flow and altered the
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hydraulics within the culvert to allow better fish passage. This increase in fish passage

is represented by the dramatically decreased odds for each retrofit. The 45° upstream

angled baffles had odds of 2.4 to 1, and the 300 baffles had odds of 1.2 to one. In other

words when the 450 baffles were angled downstream 24.3 fish moved downstream for

every fish that maintained position or moved upstream when the baffles were angled

upstream the number of fish that moved downstream for every fish that moved

upstream decreased ten-fold to 2.4.

Table 11. Statistical summary comparing each summer retrofit to the control (no
retrofits) in Big Noise Creek culvert. Odds represent the number of fish that moved
downstream for each fish that maintained position or moved upstream. The p-value is
the test that the retrofit and the control's odds are equal. The large confidence intervals
resulted from a high standard error that was a result of every fish moving downstream
under control conditions.

Configuration Odds p-value 95% CI
Control 121,016.Otol -- 120,970to 121,062
Ninety 0.53 to 1 0.3 -45.7 to 46.8

Forty-five upstream 2.39 to 1 0.32 -43.8 to 48.6
Thirty upstream 1.20 to 1 0.31 -45 to 47.4

Forty-five downstream 24.33 to 1 0.36 -21.9 to 70.6
Thirty downstream 18.50 to 1 0.36 -27.7 to 64.7

In the experimental releases in summer, the 90° baffles exhibited better fish

passage than any other configuration (Table 11). The odds ratio when the 90° baffles

were compared to the 30° upstream baffles was 2.27. Again, this ratio indicates that the

odds of the 30° upstream baffles were 2.27 times the odds of the 90° baffles. This ratio

is significantly different from one signifying that there is a difference in the number of

fish the maintained position or moved upstream between the two designs (p-value =

<0.00 1). The odds ratio between the 90° baffles and the 45° upstream angled baffles

was 4.53, which was significantly different from one (p-value = <0.001). The

downstream angled baffles had much higher odds ratios than was observed for the 90°

baffles. The 30° baffles had an odds ratio of 35.02, while the 45° baffles had an odds

ratio of 46.06. Theses ratios are about one order of magnitude larger than when the
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difference in juvenile steelhead response between the 900 baffles and the downstream

angled baffles (p-value = <0.001). The 900 baffles allowed the most fish to maintain

their position or move upstream within the culvert during the summer trials.

After comparing the 90° baffles to all the other designs, the 45° upstream baffles

were then compared to the rest of the designs. The odds ratio between the 450 and the

30° upstream angled baffles was 0.5. The fish response was similar between these two

designs because the odds ratio is not significantly different from one (p-value 0.02).

As with the 90° baffles, the downstream angled baffles had much higher odds ratios

when compared with the 45° upstream baffles. The odds ratios for the 45° and 30°

downstream angled baffles were 10.18 and 7.74 when compared to the 45° upstream

baffles. These ratios were significantly different from one (p-value = <0.001). The 30°

upstream angled baffles also had significantly different odds ratios when compared with

the 45° and 30° downstream angled baffles (p-value = <0.00 1).

Table 12. Statistical summary comparing the summer retrofit designs to each other in
Big Noise Creek culvert. The odds ratio is number of times greater the second retrofit's
odds are than the first retrofit. The p-value is the test that the two retrofit's odds are
equal.

Configuration Odds Ratio p-value 95% Cl
90° vs. 45° upstream 453 <0.001 3.86 to 5.2
900 vs. 30° upstream 2.27 <0.001 1.62 to 2.92
90° vs. 45° downstream 46.06 <0.001 44.83 to 47.29
900 vs. 30° downstream 35.02 <0.001 33.92 to 36.12
45° upstream vs. 30° upstream 0.5 0.02 -0.17 to 1.17
45° upstream vs. 45° downstream i 0.18 <0.001 8.93 to 11.43
450 upstream vs. 30° downstream 7.74 <0.001 6.62 to 8.86
30° upstream vs. 45° downstream 20.28 <0.001 19.05 to 21.51
30° upstream vs. 30° downstream 15.42 <0.001 14.32 to 16.52
45° downstream vs. 30° downstream i .32 0.36 -0.21 to 2.85

There was essentially no difference in juvenile steelhead response between the two

downstream angled baffles. When the 45° baffles were compared with the 30° baffles



an odds ratio of 1.32 was derived, this was not significantly different from one

indicating that the fish response was similar between the two designs @-value = 0.36).

The downstream angled baffles had a shallower depth of flow than the upstream angled

baffles. This may have accounted for the differences in their ability to allow fish to

maintain their position or move upstream inside the culvert compared to the upstream

angled baffles.

Winter vs. Summer Baffle Comparisons

During the winter (variable flow) studies, all of the baffle designs were

significantly better than the control (no baffles) at allowing juvenile steelhead to

maintain position or move upstream within the culvert. The 90° baffles and the 45°

baffles were similar in their ability to allow fish movement upstream. The 30° baffle

design was significantly different from the 90° baffles, but not significantly different

from the 45° baffles. The designs were in the following order from best odds to worst;

90° baffles, 45° baffles, 30° baffles, and the control.

During the summer (constant low flow) trials, none of the baffle designs were

significantly different from the control due to a large standard error. This error was a

result of every fish moving downstream during the control releases. The odds of the

control are four to six orders of magnitude larger than the various baffle designs, but

could not be shown to be significantly different because not a single juvenile steelhead

was able to maintain its position during the control releases. This was most likely due

to extremely shallow water depths and high velocities within the culvert under control

conditions. When the designs were compared to one another, the 90° baffles had the

best odds of allowing fish to maintain their position or move upstream. The 90° baffles

were significantly different from all of the other designs (p-value < .00 1). The 45° and

30° baffles that were angled downstream during winter flows were also angled upstream

during summer flows to change flow characteristics. These designs were not

significantly different from one another when angled the same direction, but the

upstream angled baffles were significantly different from the same baffle designs



angled downstream. The designs were in the following order from best odds to worst;

900 baffles, 30° upstream baffles, 45° upstream baffles, 30° downstream baffles, 45°

upstream baffles, and the control.

Table 13. Comparison of retrofit designs in Big Noise Creek culvert between summer
and winter discharges. The odds ratio is the number of times greater the summer
retrofit's odds were than the winter retrofits. The p-value is the test that the odds ratio
is one. The SE and 95% CI are the standard error and the 95% confidence intervals of
the odds ratio. The 30° and 45° upstream baffles were added during the summer and
could not be compared to winter retrofit designs.

Configuration Odds Ratio p-value 95% Cl
30° Downstream Winter -- -- --

30° Downstream Summer 1.91 0.002 1.49 to 2.33

45° Downstream Winter -- -- --

45° Downstream Summer 6.68 <0.001 6.66 to 7.7

90° Baffles Winter -- -- --

90° Baffles Summer 0.34 <0.001 -0.33 to 1.01

The only baffle designs that were comparable between winter and summer flows were

the 30° and 45° downstream angled baffles and the 90° baffles (Table 13). The odds of

a fish maintaining position or moving upstream within the culvert were 1.91 times

greater during summer flows for the 30° downstream angled baffles. This value was

significantly greater than one signifying a difference in fish response (p-value = 0.002).

The odds for the 45° downstream angled baffles were 6.68 times greater during summer

flows and were also significantly different (p-value = <0.001). The 90° baffles were

more effective during the constant summer flows than during the variable winter flows.

The odds during the winter were 2.94 times greater than during the summer. The two

odds were significantly different from each other (p-value = <0.001). Each pair of

identical baffle designs had significantly different abilities to allow fish to maintain

position or move upstream between summer (constant, low) flows and winter (variable,

higher) flows.
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Figure 18. The odds comparison between winter and summer retrofit designs in Big
Noise Creek culvert. Odds represent the number of juvenile steelhead that moved
downstream for each fish that maintained position or moved upstream. The error bars
represent the standard error (n = 4). The large standard errors for the summer designs
are a result of every fish moving downstream under control conditions. The odds for
the control (no baffles) design were too large to be included in this graph (Winter odds
= 75, Summer odds = 121,016)
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DISCUSSION

Although there were few findings of statistical significance in the tagging study,

several important responses were observed. Cutthroat trout and steelhead moved

upstream through three culverts in the study (Hayden, Canyon Cr. #2, and Canyon Cr.

#3). One movement in particular is noteworthy. Between March and August 2001, a

juvenile steelhead that was 107 miii in length moved upstream through the Canyon

Creek #3 culvert. This culvert has a slope of 0.95%, is retrofitted with 90° steel baffles,

and is 84 m long with a 10 cm jump into the culvert during summer flows. The

minimum distance moved by this juvenile was 284 m within the 400 m study reach.

Belford and Gould (1989) found that resident trout in Montana were able to pass

through retrofitted culverts 42-93 m long with slopes ranging from 0.2 to 4.4 percent.

The extent ofjuvenile salmonid movements upstream is poorly understood and most

likely varies according to the stream system. Movement may be minimal under some

circumstances e.g., abundant food, complex habitats, and environmental stability

(Bachman 1984). But because most streams are spatially and temporally

heterogeneous, salmonids may elect to move frequently and extensively. Some of the

longest upstream movements by juvenile salmonids were found in studies of juvenile

Chinook salmon. Upstream movement in these studies varied from 6.4 to 56.3 km

(Murray and Rosenau 1989, Bendock 1989). In another study, steelhead smolts released

in a tributary migrated down to the main stem then upstream over 12 km (Pearsons et al.

1996).

The only statistically significant difference in movements was at Little Lobster

Creek. The percent of fish that moved downstream through the culvert (4.8%) was

significantly different from the percent of fish that moved upstream through the culvert

(0%). This culvert could be a barrier to upstream movement because no trout were

found to pass up through the culvert. During the course of the study winter flows

destroyed two large beaver dams upstream of the culvert. Many of the trout that were

tagged in the upstream sections were found in the ponds behind these beaver dams.

Some or most of these trout most likely moved downstream after the collapse of the



dams and the subsequent draining of the beaver ponds. The power to detect a difference

in observed movements is very low due to the small sample size (3), and the variability

in movements. These results are indications of the observed movement through

retrofitted culverts, but do not provide a robust measure of efficiency of passage.

The relatively low recapture rates observed in the tagging study could be

attributed to the size of the study reach and the length of the observation period. Long-

term studies of resident cutthroat trout in Mack Creek, a Cascade Mountain stream in

the McKenzie River drainage, has observed that 20-35% of the trout tagged in 150 m

reaches are captured the following year in the same reach (Stan Gregory, personal

communication). If the tagged trout had larger home ranges than the study reach in

which they were tagged, they could have easily moved outside the reach in between

recapture dates. Adult redband trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) in the Klamath River, OR

were found to have home ranges of 6.8 to 10.3 km (PacifiCorp 2004). Meyers et al.

(1992) found that large brown trout (Salmo trutta) had seasonal movements of over 30

km. Another possible factor in the low recapture rates is that the stress of capturing and

processing the juveniles could have caused delayed mortalities in some of the tagged

fish. Finally, the electrofishing procedure is not 100% effective in capturing all fish in a

given reach. The streams selected for this study often had substantial amounts of large

wood and other structures that made the capture of trout difficult. Future movement

studies may look at alternatives to electrofishing such as telemetry or large PIT-tag

detector arrays.

With the exception of fish in Hayden Creek less than 10% of the recaptured fish

moved within the study reaches. Heggenes (1991) theorized that only a small fraction

of a fish population may be mobile while a larger fraction is sedentary. The exploratory

behavior exhibited by this mobile fraction ensures a certain amount of spatial flexibility

in the population. When fish mortality or habitat disturbances create vacant niches, this

mobile fraction will occupy those vacancies (Heggenes 1991). Our findings may

support Heggenes's theory of a small mobile fraction of the population, but with the

low recapture rates it is difficult to make a definitive response. Although this mobile

fraction may be relatively small (depending on the stream system) when compared to



the whole population, it is important to allow connectivity within the stream

environment for these mobile individuals. Mobile individuals drive metapopulation

dynamics and allow sink populations to persist through migrations from source

populations. By establishing connectivity throughout the stream system, the carrying

capacity for the stream is increased by allowing the mobile fraction of the population to

quickly fill open niches within the system.

The short-term movement study at the Big Noise Creek culvert allowed us to

test three baffle designs and a control within the same stream and culvert. Although

variables such as temperature and flow could not be controlled, this design did allow

almost all of the fish that were released to be recaptured. This part of the study

provided greater statistical power than the tagging study while still maintaining an in-

the-field setting. There have been few field studies of juvenile salmonid movements

through retrofitted culverts. Juvenile coho salmon, cutthroat trout, and dolly varden

(Salvelinus malma) ranging in size from 50 to 150 mm passed through a 9 m long, 90

cm diameter culvert with offset baffles and a slope of 10% (Bryant 1981). In western

Washington mark-recapture studies of juvenile coho salmon (< 55 mm) indicated that

upstream movements through culverts were low (Bolton et al. 2002). Movements of

these juvenile coho salmon into off-channel habitat corresponded with floods and

coincided with a new moon phase.

Initially, we tried to provide various incentives to facilitate trout movement up

through the culvert. The four incentives did not change trout movements in the culvert,

and thus were not kept separate in the statistical analysis. It should be noted that Dane

(2000) found that food was an incentive for upstream movement of juvenile salmonids

in Alaska. This was not the case in our study of an Oregon coastal stream; baiting the

upstream trap did not change movements within the culvert. This is most likely a result

of the differences in productivity between streams in Alaska and Oregon. Oregon

streams tend to be more productive and thus salmonids would have less motivation to

move upstream to a food source. Scaring the trout resulted in random movements away

from the stimulus and not a general upstream movement. Overcrowding resulted in

most of the fish staying where they were released in the center of the culvert, and only a
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few fish moving upstream, but no more than without the incentive. Leaving the lights

on in the culvert did not appear to change movements within the culvert. If there is an

incentive for upstream movement we could not simulate it. The incentive for upstream

movement could be genetic or some combination of environmental stimulus that is too

complex to be included in this study.

Several studies have shown that the primary motivator for movement in juvenile

salmonids is streamfiow. In visual observations of culvert outlets, researchers found

that juvenile salmonids began up stream movement after the first fall rains, and very few

attempts were observed during prolonged dry periods (Lang et al. 2004). Peak juvenile

movement in salmonids 75-200 mm in length was observed between 21% and 30%

migration period exceedence flows (Lang et al. 2004). Although peak movements

occur during the fall in response to increasing flows, upstream movements can occur

during any time of the year. Newly emerged salmonid fry disperse from the redd in

spring and early summer. This movement can be up or downstream and can range from

a few meters to several kilometers (Hunt 1965, Pearsons et al. 1996). During the

summer as discharges decrease, the availability of available habitat also decreases. This

reduction in habitat is considered the primary motivator of summer movements (Hubble

1992).

During the larger, more variable winter discharges the 90° and the 450 baffles

had the best odds at allowing juvenile steelhead to maintain their position or move

upstream within the culvert. The 30° baffles were significantly different than the two

other designs, but were still much better than the control at allowing trout to maintain or

move up. All of the baffle designs during the winter were significantly different than

the control. These results indicate that movement up through a culvert similar to the

Big Noise Creek culvert is only possible when that culvert is retrofitted. Without

baffles, the streamfiow within the culvert was shallower with a uniform velocity, and

areas of hydraulic shadow (resting areas) were non-existent. When baffles were

installed the streamflow within the culvert became deeper with more variable velocities,

and areas of hydraulic shadow were frequent. Under these conditions juvenile steelhead
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were more likely to maintain their position or actually move upstream rather than

immediately heading downstream.

During the lower volume, constant sunmier flows the hydraulic conditions under

control conditions were even worse. The depth of flow was less than the height of a

juvenile steelhead, and again there were no areas of hydraulic shadow. Although not

statistically significant from any of the baffle designs, the odds of a fish maintaining

position or moving upstream under control conditions was 4 to 6 orders of magnitude

larger than the odds of any of the baffle designs. As in the winter studies, the 900

baffles had the best odds of allowing steelhead to maintain their position or move

upstream. The odds for the 900 baffles were significantly different from all the other

designs. Although the 45° and 30° downstream angled baffles allowed good passage

during winter flows, the summer flows were too low and the depth of the water in the

culvert was in many cases less than the height of the juvenile steelhead. The odds

greatly increased during summer trials from 1.59 to 24.33 (45°) and 3.71 to 18.50 (30°).

We decided to test the baffles when they were angled upstream to see if any changes in

movement were identifiable. When the baffles were angled upstream the depth of flow

was increased, but other hydraulic characteristics were similar. The odds of a juvenile

steelhead maintaining position or moving upstream dropped an order of magnitude to

2.39 (45°) and 1.2 (3 0°) when the baffles were angled upstream. Unfortunately the

winter trials were already concluded, so the upstream angled baffles could not be tested

under variable flow conditions.

It is important to note that in every baffle design except the 30° and 45° summer

downstream angled baffles some steelhead moved upstream without any incentives.

This also may support Heggenes's hypothesis (1991) that there is a mobile fraction

within the fish population. Kahier et al (2001) found that rather than being a small

minority within populations, moving fish represented 28 to 60% of the recovered fish

within the study streams and 14 to 36% of the fish moved more than once. There were

more movements upstream than downstream, and moving fish had higher growth rates

than non-movers demonstrating that this behavior may play an important role in the
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overall health of a population (Kahler et al. 2001). Armstrong et al. (1997) reported that

Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) parr showed three behavior patterns in an experimental

stream: some settled immediately and did not move, some explored available habitat

extensively and then settled, and some never settled but moved throughout the stream

system. Visual observations during the short-term movement study indicate that

juvenile steelhead exhibit these same behavior patterns.

Many of the juvenile steelhead were captured or observed in the small gaps

between the plastic baffles and the culvert wall, even within the baffle itself (the ends of

the baffle were not closed to flow). Kane (2000) observed juvenile coho salmon

moving through gaps between baffles within a culvert and the culvert wall rather than

leaping over the baffles. Leaving small gaps between the baffles and the culvert wall

and leaving the ends of baffles open to flow may facilitate juvenile fish passage through

the culvert. The observations in this study indicate that juvenile steelhead prefer to

follow the culvert wall and move through gaps, rather than leap over obstructions. Not

once during this project were juvenile trout observed leaping within the culvert. A

study ofjuvenile coho salmon 60 to 90 nmi in length found that they prefer to use the

low velocity boundary layer near the wall of a roughened pipe to move upstream

(Powers 1996). Powers (1996) found that turbulence in the boundary layer actually

created a blockage to fish.

Upstream juvenile and resident salmonid movement was found in nearly all of

the studies that were designed to detect upstream movement, and in many cases more

upstream movement was observed than downstream movement (Kahler and Quinn

1998). These studies observed upstream movement in all salmonid species, age classes,

and seasons. Culvert retrofits are an important tool to reestablish connectivity in the

stream system that has been lost due to improper culvert installation. This study has

shown that baffles are much more effective at allowing juvenile steelhead to maintain

their position within the culvert or move upstream, than having nothing in the culvert.

Of the three designs tested, the 90° baffles performed slightly better than the 30° and

45° baffles in both summer and winter flows. Juvenile steelhead were most commonly

found in the boundary layer next to the culvert sidewall and in the small gaps left
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between the baffle edge and the culvert wall. Culvert retrofit designs should

incorporate gaps along both culvert sidewalls to facilitate juvenile fish movement

through the culvert in the future. For the price of one culvert replacement, many

culverts can be retrofitted to restore connectivity within the stream system. Retrofits

can act as a connectivity "band-aid", allowing connectivity to be restored until that

culvert can be replaced. If retrofits are maintained, they can also be permanent fixes to

problem culverts under major highways where it is unfeasible to replace the culvert.

Future Research

This research project focused on existing retrofitted culverts. We attempted to

overcome the lack of statistical design caused by the small number of available culverts

and the high variation in retrofit designs used in these culverts. The short-term releases

in Big Noise Creek were designed to provide a common setting for comparing different

baffle designs.

Future studies should incorporate a larger study area than the one used in this

study to capture mobile fish with larger home ranges. The use of PIT tags would also be

useful to identify individual fish and determine if the trout that are moving, are the same

or different fish in the population. Large PIT antennas that are left in the stream would

allow more continuous observations of fish movements through a culvert. Large PIT

antennas would also allow researchers to determine the timing of juvenile fish

movements both daily and seasonal. Once mobile fish are identified via PIT tags, it

would then be possible to use radio tags to follow these fish's movements throughout

the year. The use of large PIT antennas and radio telemetry tags would expand on the

observations made during the tagging portion of this study. Future studies similar to the

controlled release portion of this study should incorporate other species of fish and

different culvert retrofit options (such as different baffle designs and stream simulation

culverts). PIT tags would also be helpful with a similar controlled release study to test

the same fish multiple times to see if they move upstream or downstream consistently.
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Future studies could expand on several aspects of the approaches used in this

Research could include different species of salmon and trout.

Before and after studies could be incorporated into new projects for retrofitting

culverts to improve fish passage.

Additional research with adult salmon in both field trials and experimental

culverts would increase the understanding of the effectiveness of retrofitted

culverts.

Experiments could be designed to monitor movement through natural stream

reaches. Natural unimpeded movements could be compared with: 1) movement

through natural impediments (wood, boulder obstacles, falls or steps of different

heights) and, 2) obstacles or barriers created by culverts and retrofitted culverts.
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CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be made based upon the research from this study:

Culvert retrofitting using baffles increases the probability of salmonids moving

upstream through a culvert during low flow and high flow.

o Salmonids were observed to move through retrofitted culverts in field

studies. The field studies demonstrated only the potential for fish to

move through retrofitted culverts. They did not show improved

movement through the culverts.

o Baffles increased the likelihood of fish moving upstream in experimental

trials in a culvert in Big Noise Creek.

This research indicates that culvert retrofitting using baffles does not completely

eliminate detrimental effects of culverts on fish passage.

o Downstream movement within the experimental culvert was greater than

upstream movement for every retrofit design and the controls in both

high and low flows.

Baffle designs differ in their influence on fish movement.

o Angling baffles up stream (instead of downstream) increased the depth of

flow during lower summer discharges and increased the ability of

juvenile steelhead to maintain position or move upstream.

o 900 baffles and 450 upstream baffles are more effective in increasing

upstream fish movement than other baffle designs evaluated in this

study.
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Table 14. Total salmonid movements for each study site by date. Down within and up
within are movements within the study reach but not through the culvert. Down and up
through are movements through the culvert. For a description of the culvert at each site
refer to Table 2.

Location Down Within Up Within Down Through Up Through Total
Alder Brook 3/01 0 1 0 0 1

Alder Brook 8/01 0 1 1 0 2
Alder Brook 6102 0 0 1 0 1

Alder Brook Total 0 2 2 0 4
Hayden 3/01 0 0 0 1 1

Hayden 8/01 0 1 0 1 2

Hayden 6/02 0 0 0 0 0

Haden Total 0 1 0 2 3

Stemple3/01 1 0 0 0 1

Stemple 8/01 1 0 0 0 1

Stemple6/02 0 0 0 0 0

Stemple Total 2 0 0 0 2
Hough3/01 0 1 0 0 1

Hough8/01 0 0 0 0 0
Hough6/02 0 0 0 0 0

Hough Total 0 1 0 0 1

Canyon Cr.#33/01 0 1 0 0 1

Canyon Cr.#38/01 0 0 1 2 3

Canyon Cr.#36/02 0 0 0 0 0
Canyon Cr. # 3 Total 0 1 1 2 4
Canyon Cr.#23/01 1 0 0 1 2
Canyon Cr.#28/01 1 1 0 0 2
Canyon Cr. # 2 6/02 0 0 0 0 0
Canyon Cr. # 2 Total 2 1 0 1 4

Little Lobster 3/01 3 3 1 0 7

Little Lobster 8/01 6 4 4 0 14

Little Lobster 6/02 0 1 0 0 1

Little Lobster Total 9 8 5 0 22

Total: 13 14 8 5 40



Table 15. Hatchery juvenile steelhead recaptured by zone within the Big Noise creek
culvert during winter flows. 20 trout were released for each trial into the center of the
culvert and then collected after the zones had been sealed off.

Number of Fish Recaptured by Zone

Baffle Below Lower Middle Upper Above Total Discharge

Design Trial # Incentives Culvert Culvert Culvert Culvert Culvert Recaptured Date (m3/sec)

90* Baffles 1 No 5 11 2 0 0 18 2/9/02 5.08

2 No 4 0 5 2 4 15 2/9/02 5.08

3 No 6 6 5 0 0 17 2/10/02 4.56

4 No 5 5 7 2 0 19 2/10/02 4.56

5 Lights 8 3 8 1 C) 20 2111/02 3.17

6 Overcrowd - - 17 2 1 20 2/15/02 1.83

7 Scare 8 4 8 0 0 20 2/16/02 1.83

8 Bait 9 6 2 3 0 20 2/16/02 1.83

2.4145* Baffles 1 No 7 5 4 4 0 20 2/22/02

2 No 9 6 2 2 1 20 2/23/02 2.41

3 No 7 3 5 3 0 18 2/23/02 2.41

4 No 8 7 2 2 0 19 2/24/02 2.41

5 Lights 5 9 4 1 1 20 2/24/02 2.41

6 Overcrowd - - 17 1 1 19 2/25/02 1.89

7 Bait 3 7 9 1 0 20 3/2/02 1.39

8 Scare 5 2 12 0 0 19 3/2/02 1.39

30* Baffles I No 4 7 8 1 0 20 3/3/02 1.47

2 No 13 4 2 1 0 20 3/4/02 1.47

3 No 11 4 2 3 0 20 3/8/02 1.47

4 No 10 10 0 0 0 20 3/9/02 1.47

5 Lights 6 10 3 1 0 20 3/9/02 1.47

6 Overcrowd - - 20 0 0 20 3/10/02 2.59

7 Bait 5 8 6 1 0 20 3/10/02 2.59

8 Scare 3 5 11 1 0 20 3/10/02 2.59

None 1 No 10 9 0 0 0 19 3/14/02 4.73

(Control) 2 No 6 13 1 0 0 20 3/14/02 4.73

3 No 0 19 0 0 0 19 3/15/02 4.73

4 No 14 4 0 0 0 18 3/15/02 4.73

5 Lights 5 11 1 0 0 17 3/16/02 4.73

6 Bait 4 13 0 0 0 17 3/16/02 4.73

7 Scare 4 14 0 0 0 18 3/17/02 4.73

8 Overcrowd - - 20 0 0 20 3/17/02 4.73
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Table 16. Hatchery juvenile steelhead recaptured by zone within the Big Noise creek
culvert during summer flows. 20 trout were released for each trial into the center of the
culvert and then collected after the zones had been sealed off. 30° and 45° upstream
baffles were added during the summer trials.

Number of Fish Recaptured in Zone

Baffle Below Lower Middle Upper Above Total Discharge

Design Trial # Incentives Culvert Culvert Culvert Culvert Culvert Recaptured Date (ft3/sec)

90* Weirs I No 0 6 14 0 0 20 9/9/02 0.14

2 No 2 5 10 2 0 19 9/9/02 0.14

3 No 4 2 12 4 0 20 9/10/02 0.14

4 No 0 9 10 1 0 20 9/10/02 0.14

5 Lights 0 2 15 1 1 19 9/10/02 0.14

6 Bait 0 6 11 1 2 20 9/11/02 0.14

7 Overcrowd - - 14 6 0 20 9/11/02 0.14

8 Scare 4 2 8 5 0 19 9/11/02 0.14

45* Baffles I No 13 5 0 0 0 18 9/23/02 0.14

(Upstream) 2 No 8 4 2 5 1 20 9123/02 0.14

3 No 9 5 2 1 3 20 9/24/02 0.14

4 No 6 5 0 2 7 20 9/24/02 0.14

5 Lights 10 5 3 0 2 20 9/24/02 0.14

6 Bait 11 4 2 1 0 18 9/25/02 0.14

7 Overcrowd - - 12 2 5 19 9/25/02 0.14

8 Scare 7 7 4 1 0 19 9/25/02 0.14

30* Baffles 1 No 4 5 7 2 0 18 10/2/02 0.14

(Upstream) 2 No 10 5 0 4 1 20 1012/02 0.14

3 No 7 3 6 2 1 19 10/2/02 0.14

4 No 6 2 7 2 3 20 10/4/02 0.14

5 Lights 4 4 7 1 4 20 10/4/02 0.14

6 Bait 8 4 5 2 0 19 1014/02 0.14

7 Scare 9 6 3 1 1 20 10/5/02 0.14

8 Overcrowd - - 12 4 4 20 10/5/02 0.14

None (Control) 1 No 15 5 0 0 0 20 10/6/02 0.14

2 No 18 2 0 0 0 20 10/6/02 0.14

3 No 11 9 0 0 0 20 10/6/02 0.14

4 No 16 4 0 0 0 20 10/7/02 0.14

30* Baffles 1 No 12 6 1 0 0 19 10/11/02 0.14

(Downstream) 2 No 14 4 0 0 0 18 10/12/02 0.14

3 No 9 11 0 0 0 20 10/12/02 0.14

4 No 15 2 2 0 0 19 10/12/02 0.14

45* Baffles 1 No 16 3 0 0 0 19 10/18/02 0.14

(Downstream) 2 No 13 5 1 0 0 19 10/18/02 0.14

3 No 17 3 0 0 0 20 10/19/02 0.14

4 No 8 9 3 0 0 20 10/19/02 0.14




